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Introduction 
In 1866, Gregor Mendel published the results of his investigations of the inheritance of 
"factors" in pea plants. By underlying the hybridization of life-forms, the biological and mathemati-
ca丨 foundation of cross-breeding process was established. It proved that cross-breeding of 
animal or plant is possible to generate new species with greater hardiness and growing capacity. 
It marked the beginning of Genetics. Genetics was further developed when chromosome was 
discovered in 1879. Every organism has particular number of chromosomes within their cells. In 
term of human cell, there are 23 pairs of chromosomes that contained specific gene in unique 
location. Gene is the part that distinct our characteristics such as skin color, appearance, etc. By 
logically changing the gene of particular species, the characteristics of its next generation could 
be a tiered. 
During these decades, genetic technology is widely developed and applied in many fields 
especially crop improvement. By means of genetic-modifications, genes of specific species can 
be improved. In 1994, Super tomato started to be sold in the American market. The genetic 
modification techniques allow specific genes from other crops to be applied to tomato. It resulted 
in a new generation with longer preserve durability. Nowadays, 60% of the products sold in 
supermarket contain GMO ingredients. 
In the animal world, the hybridization of horse and donkey result the mule, the cross-breed-
ing between male tiger and female lion lead to the tigon. 
For instance, the movie topics also reflect the concept of hybridization. A college student 
was infected by the spider DNA that finally result the super hero Spidenman. While in another 
American film, ttie actor's body was combined with that of a fly, a monster was appeared with 
both human and fly characteristics. Its sequel was focused on the actor's son, heredity his father 
gene, tried hard to destroy the f]y gene in his body. 
Not only crops and animals, human can also be modified by genetic technology. Research 
IS now carrying on how to "duplicate human'. It is claimed that great medical value is involved as 
cunng method of certain disease can be sorted out and useful human organs can be produced 
for transplant operation. 
As hybridization is such a widely-
Architecture? 
spread concept in our world, can it be applicable in 
J 
We should notice that genetic modified organism can take many forms, while the 
scientists aimed at produce them with mainly 3 outcomes: 
outcome: carrot + tomato = tomafo 
outcome: horse + donkey = mule 
3…outcome: broccoli + cauliflower = brocoflcwer 
In the first case, DNA from carrot is infected into tomato so as to change its quality; there is 
no transfonnation of the product outlook. For tfie one, it involved a totally transformation 
of form while mule keeps both the characteristics of horse and donkey. Brocoflower is the 
hybrid of broccoli and caulrflower which is light-green in color with different texture; clearly, it 
involves both form transfonnation and quality change 




Discovery from DNA 
Cell is the individual unit that built up every organism. The cellular tissue is so fine that it 
contains the elements such as protein, cell core, cell skin and chromosomes. For human cell, 
there are 23 pairs of chromosomes which contain 46 DNA chains. The human reproduction cell 
has 23 chromosomes. When spermatozoa and ovum combine together, they form cell with 23 
pairs of chromosomes. New life is then reproduced inside uterus. The 23rd pair of chromosome 
decides our sex which is so called sexual chromosome. The 23rd chromosome of female is 
model XX, written as 46. For that of male is model XY also written as 46. 
"You are what your parents are." 
It is clear that our body is 100% hereditary from parents. However, why we are different in 
outlook from your brothers or sisters? Biologically, 99.9% DNA is the same to all human. The 
only variable is that 0.1% which leads to different characteristics and appearance. 
DNA is such as essential element that controls our gender, appearance and disposition. 
Scientists can usually find sport DNA and endurance DNA in athletics' bodies, it is a common 
proof to show that why they are with better physical performance by bom. Sport DNA, endurance 
DNA can be seen as DNA that bring positive impact to our bodies, is there any "bad" DNA? The 
answer is yes. On the 3「。chromosome, DNA of lung cancer, throat cancer and ovaries cancer 
are found. Disease is also hereditary. 
For instance, not all DNA exercise its power in our body. Some or them are being closed or 
locked unless they are stimulated by the other externa丨 elements. If one's family race have a 
certain number of members with good sport performance, he/she has a high potential to heredity 
the sport DNA. At the same time, he/she need to take regular exercise to "unlock" the sports 
DNA, otherwise, it would not exercise its power and remain closed in the body. 
In short, DNA has some c l^a^ac^ en sties as follows: 
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Part I! 
What is Architectural Hybrid? 
Hybrid Architecture 
Architecture, with the power of growth, adaptation and variation, can be viewed as an 
organism. Every individual building element, the architectural gene, can be modified to 
cope with specific requirement. Based on the genetic modification, the architectural genes 
of architectural piece can be modified by 印plying the genes of another type of 
architecture. 
Hybrid architecture is a coherent balance between form, function, technology, urban 
CO门text and society.丨门deed, it persist a long history in human society. Due to the Industrial 
Revolution, cities and towns grew rapidly with dramatically increase in population. People 
were unwilling to move outward from the city core. It led to the development of hybrid 
buildings which combine multiple functions within a single structure. The hybrid 
type was a direct response to the metropolitan pressure of land value and urban 
grid constraints. As a resutt, it was totally different to muttiple functional buildings 
in term of form and scale. 
According to the book Hybrid Buildings by Mr. Joseph Fenton, there are mainly 3 
types of hybrid architecture which are: Fabric Hybrid, Graft Hybrid and Monolith 
Hybrid Due to advance in computer and construction technology, buildings can be con-
structed in a free form just as a piece of day that the fourth type of hybrid, i.e. Free Form 
Hybrid 
Ponte Vecchio, Florence, 1345 (Program: Apartments, stores, bridge) 
1. Fabric Hybrid 
Fabric hybrid is characterized by its consistent envelope that enclosed the architectural piece. 
Generally speaking, It is rare to determine the kinds of functional programs involved inside the 
building from its appearance, 
e.g. Missouri Athletic Club, 1916 
Program: Bank, restaurant, athletic dub, bedrooms 
2. Graft Hybrid 
Graft hybrid is identified by its expression of program. It is usually formed by the grafting of a 
simple building type to another, 
e.g. United States Custom House, 1915 
Program: custom house, offices 
3. Monolrth Hybrid 
Monolith Hybrid persisted it impact due to its monumental scale on the spirit of the city is 
substantial. It had certain symbol meaning to the city that supercedes its functional program, 
e.g. John Hancock Center, 1968 
Program; Stores, parking, offices, apartments, health club, observatory, restaurant and television 
studio 
4. Free Form Hybrid 
Free Form Hybrid is inherently product of computer 3D generation and the advance of construc-
tion and matenals. It is charactenzed by its free form outlook and use of hi-tech construction 
materials. 
e.g. Weisman Art Museum, 1993 
Program: gallery space, auditorium, museum store, storage areas, carpentry and technical 








Hybrid in Hong Kong 
"Hong Kong, the Alternative Metropolis, which consists of aggressively mixing up the 
functions, of not rigidly separating public and private, commercial and residential space. 
The result, it is argued, is heterogeneity, vitality, complexity. The tendency then is not to-
ward specialization and separation, but toward the muftiplication and concentration of 
different functions in the same space." 
Ackbar Abbas 
(from his Hong Kong Culture and the Politics of Disappearance p. 88-89, 1997) 
As M「Ackbar Abbas discussed above, HK is an ‘‘alternative metropolis，，that 
involves aggressively mixing up of functions. It is the best place for hybrid archi-
tecture to exercise its functions. 
Basically, we can still find the 3 types of hybrids in HK. The Cheung Gong Center(長i I； 
111/(1、）is a typical example of fabric hybrid. The Pacific Places, with a clear separation 
between the underground MTR station, the podium shopping malls and the upper office 
towers, is easily identified as graft hybrid. While for the monolith hybrid, to certain extent, 
the HK and Shanghai Bank Headquarter Building by architect Mr. Norman Foster is one of 
the candidates. 
However, it is critical that such kind of hybrid classification did suit for HK architecture. 
Indeed, their existences are a result of globalization. It is cleared that those kinds of 
buildings cannot describe the unique nature of HK hybrid. In my point of view, once of them 
even do not exist, that is the monolith hybrid. Monolith hybrid is, other than its internally 
multiple functional programs, a building as a whole that represent the city identity. It should 
be last for long time as it is a city landmark and receive respect from general public. In a 
deep thought, is such building did exist in HK? Taken the HK and Shanghai Bank Head-
quarter Building as an example, it is the most famous HK building that best known to the 
world. Track back the history; it is already the fourth headquarter building of HSBC in the 
same location. To the speculators, the building only worth exist if it generate enough 
income. It is not surprised ttiat the building will also be toll down after 50 years, or most 80 
years as it cannot catch with the refreshing image of the backing corporation. Again, as 
what Mr Abbas said, HK is a city of heterogeneity, vitality and complexity. It is rather diffi-
cult to diverse a simply classrfication of HK hybrid. So, rt is suggested that taking a 
district as a base for researching different kinds of hybrid in our society. 
Historical Background of Tsuen Wan 
would like to take Tsuen Wan(签i^)’ the district that growing up with me in the past 
20years, as the studying district 
Tsuen Wan was a small sea bay with history starting v. early from the QIng Dynasty (沾: 
朝，1669). Before the Second War World, the habitants were mostly farmers and fishers, in 
addition with a 门umber of people producing processed food such as bean curd, soy sauce 
dried fruit, etc. 
Till 1930s, economic activities was booming which led to grow a huge number of 
industrial factories with in the district. The industrial owners even grouped themselves to 
form the Tsuen Wan Commercial Society (苍i??尚辨）to fight for their economic interests. 
By 1960s, there were a flux of Chinese immigrants to HK, nearly one fifth of the total 
HK working population were lived in Tsuen Wan as they could easily found job in the area 
with wide various of choices such as cotton, garment, plastic making, metal and electric. 
Until early 1970s, Government aimed at developing Tsuen Wan into a new satellite 
town that self-sufficiency could be maintained within the community. Nowadays, it becomes 
a major transportation pivot that connects Kowloon Peninsula and satellite towns in the New 
Territo 门 es. 
•wi I I ^nic 
Alternative forms of Hybrid 
HK hybrid is a production of the concentrated density, high mobility, advance in telecommu-
nication and the mixture of old and new. 
Firstly, HK population increases「平idly during these two decades to over 7 millions. It is not 
naturally increase by birth but is a result of immigrant influx from China. They are mostly be-
longed to low increase group that cannot afford high rental price in the city centre. They find their 
place of live and working in the new towns such as Tsuen Wan where the living expense is「ela-
tively lower. As a result, people are then squeezed in this developing town which housing capac-
ity is further belong than the market demand. Limit in space, however, become the main reason 
of building transformation. 2/F of residential units is tried into salon, photo studio, clinic or even 
restaurant. On the other hand, building size is restricted by city grid, extension is impossible, 
illegal structures on the roof top, and window terrace then appeared. Leading to the transforma-
tion of a simply residential block into a complex hybrid. 
Secondly. HK is a city with good system of transport network. Tsuen Wan, as the pivot 
between New Temtones and Kowloon, the mobility of people is relatively high. While advance in 
telecommunication is a good mean for people to locate exactly their destination, it can ensures 
that the routes they chosen are the most effective and efficiency one. The speed of mobility is 
further enhanced. Flux of people keeps on moving in and out from Tsuen Wan MTR station as 
well as the nearby bus terminals. Individual building blocks are connected by bridges to facilitate 
people movement.已uHding itself lost individual identity and merged together to form connective 
hybnd. 
Lastly, the mixing up of old and new is another critical reason to create unique hybrid. The 
satellite town, Tsuen Wan, was not designed to hold such a grant population. In order to tackle 
the problem, the government removed the old Tsuen Wan food market and urban slums along I 
Chung On S t r e e t ( ; r棚 ) i n the early 1990s. A commercial complex and a public park then | 
occupied the space so to fulfill the communal needs. While on the opposite side of this giant and I 
advance buildings are some low-rise residential blocks over 50 years. The co-existence between丨 
the old and new is then contrastive. They are separated in identity, ironically, mutual support 
each other. The new depend on the old for its already developed communal facilitates, on the 
other hand, the old depends on the new for its effective outward connection. Although they don't 
get any physical connection’ they should be viewed, as a whole, a communal hybrid that merged 
by people. . .… 
> 
Coiiji-nclive Hybrid 
Gonneutive Hyr.rid ComRunal Hybrid 
3 W M l m m i ^ m s m 
1. Conjunctive hybrid 
Tsuen Wan MTR Station and its nearby bus terminal under the Naam 
Fung CentreQIf”中€、）is conjunctive hybrid. The station is connected 
to the surroundings, i.e. the Luk Yeung Gallena (綠楊坊)’ Fou Wan 
Centre (當薛屮心)，Naam Fung Centre (南L二中心）and Discovery Parl^ 
Shopping Centre (愉说祈城)• On the root is a supermarket in addition 
a staircase connected to a highway. People from different direction 
enter in or exit the building complex, the flux of movement would never 
by static. It is a place of conjunction where people wouldn't start or just 
very short time. 
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2. Connective hybrid 
A series of residential and commercial buildings, starting from the Tsuen Fung 
Centre(圣豐中'(!、）and end up with the Panda H o t e l (育店 )， i s connected by 
pedestrian bridges. The connection between buildings was planned rather than 
insert into it. On the podium level, it is a series of connected shopping malls, 
while upon the podium is the private gardens and swimming pools for the 
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3. Communal hybrid 
Communal hybrid occurred in the are around the 3-storeys Tsuen Wan Fresh Food Market(签湾 
街市）by the side of Chung On Street(眾安街)• The market is surrounded by 3 sides of low-rise 
residential block and the high-rise New Tsuen Wan Town Square(圣？？新城市廣埸).The buildings 
are not physical bounded to each other; however, they are functionally connected. The New 
Tsuen Wan Town Square is a commercial building contains offices, gym, medical clinics and 
shopping mall which is connected to the MTR station. It is the most effective channel for resi-
dents nearby to go to transport centre. For the old building blocks, most of them are not purely 
residences anymore. Indeed, many units are tried into different function to capture high income 
return.已y walking along the Marl^et Street(街市街)，Chuen Lung Street(川龍街）and Hoi Pa 
Street(tfii^街)，you can see hot food stores, sea food stores, bakeries, seasoning store, 
grocery, toy shop, glasses shop, jewellery shop, etc are crowded on the street level. While on 
the upper level, salons, clinics, photo studio, restaurants, fast food shop and eve门 detective 
company can be found. The grids area around the Tsuen Wan Market, are no longer just a piece 
of residential and commercial area, they are grouped together to form a new cluster that support 
the daily living activities for most of the Tsuen Wan residents. While the movement pattern is 
really drastic and penodic. 
• 陶 I Vgjf 
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If drfferent archrtectural units can be viewed as cells, their pattern are shown in the above conceptual drawings. 
Hybrid in form of 3"' Outcome 
The examples are: 
Earth House in Fujian, China. 
Program: defense wall, residence, pigsty. 
The building is a combination of defense wall and residence. Long time before, the villagers 
wanted to protect their lives and properties against bandits, they thought of constructing such 
kind of building that encircled all their belongings. The defense wall was constructed with void 
inside as the living place for people. In term of form, it is dominated by the characteristics of 
defense wall with little windows for lighting inside the house. 
Defence Wall + Residence 
Phase II, Citygate in Tung Chung, HK. 
Program: pedestrian sidewalk, shopping stores 
It is a newly constructed building and not yet started service the public. The bridge is the main 
connection that link up the cluster of schools with the Tung Chung MTR station. By the side of 
the bridge, there is a line of shopping stores.巳y viewing its exterior, it is just a bridge instead of 
involving other type of functions. 
Bridge + Shops 
Alternative hybrid in HK is not purely taken the form of fabric hybrid or graft hybrid. It involved!: 
certain variation, in usual, HK hybrid is a result of a duster of buildings. It may due to the reason j 
of the scarcity of land as well as way of city development. In compare with America, the popula-； 
tion in HK is much more concentrated and the availability of land is very limited. While the city is | 
developed fragmentary, construction is usually taken on small piece of land, huge building is I 
somehow impossible. It leads to the development of connective bridge, i.e. they joint a ring of 
buildings, enhancing share of functions in between. 
、 
Rethinking Points 
After certain investigation on the concept of genetic modification and the actual case 
study of hybrid architecture; I believe, in somehow, they are diverse in certain extent. Ge-
netic modification is concentrated on quality improvement. The scientists draw out certain 
DNAfrom an organism (e.g. carrot) and substitute this DNA in the chromosome of another 
organism (e.g. tomato). The outcome would be, generally speaking, the quality of the new 
generation of tomato is improved or it result a totally new product. Simply speaking; 
outcome: Carrot + Tomato = Tomato 
outcome; Horse + Donkey 二 Mule 
3"】outcome: broccoli + cauliflower = brocoflower 
In case of hybrid architecture, the combination of different functional pieces result a 
new hybrid. While we can hardly see any linkage between separated functional levels, multi 
benefits is not really existed. Strictly speaking, hybrid don't result a "quality improvement' 
Another critical point is the nature of hybrid architecture. Hybrid architecture is different 
• i 
to multiple functional building because of its limitation by city grid and its scale. Due to the 
I 
confinement of land in aty core, a lot of activities need to be carried on in a limit space, it 
resulted a vertically developed structure that involved different functions inside. It means 
that, for hybnd architecture, quantity is essential. Only a building that can carry a wide 
range of activities inside is architectural hybrid. Again, the emphasis on quantity in hybnd 
architecture is contrast to the quality approach of genetic modification as it involved only 2 
organisms. 
In case of HK, hybnd is not only happened within a single tower.HK hybrid is worked 
together in group of buildings. While at the same time, users keep on changing tlie fu门c-
tions of area. As a result, the building becomes more complex and heterogeneity 
in short, GMO is different to hybrid architecture in term of concept are: 
r GiVlO emphasis on quality, hybrid architscture emphasis on quantity. 
2. GMO involves a m»/vti.re of 2 organism, while hybrid architecturs just iol：'!： ai^ei 
ent functi.ons together and there is nc mixture between th5'” 
New Interpretation of "Hybrid" 
It is very easy to blur the concept between "multiple-functional" and "hybrid". Their main differ-
ence is in term of scale, form and land occupation. 
Hybrid is the result of scarcity of land which leads to the development of different functional 
space squeezed within a single building block. So its form and scale is unusually confined by the 
city gnd. While multiple-functional building may not be affected by the city grid in term of form. 
Coming to the very early of my concept GMO (genetic modified organism), the above definition ofj 
hybrid can no longer fit with it. Especially taking the case studies in HK, most building are fabric 
hybrid with similar appearance. Different functions are vertically placed top on each others; no 
interaction is happened at all between levels. 
For this reason, I would like to re-interpret the type "hybrid" which would'become my design 
statement: 
Hybrid involves a transformazion of form for which 2 different architectural hard wares are 
put together, emerge and transform in term of form. 
Hybrid involves functional integmtion of the 2 architeczurai progrsnis that multi benefit one 
another, enhance efficiency and performance. 
Hyorid provides different functuinal quality that efficiency and users' convenience is 
enhanced. 
Special A ttention: 
What is “Quality Improvement''? 
When we talk about quality improvement, certain criterions should be set to justify if quality 
improvement did exist after internal variation of an organism. In term of GMO, such as the 
vegetable, i.e. tomato and brocoflower, it is clear that the criterions can be nutritive value and the 
preserve period. However, in architecture, it is really hard to say what is the criterions are. Is 
aesthetic important that function? Or user concern is more important than architects' views"? 
In this thesis, ！ would like to set the Functional Eff iciency as the main and the only 
criterion. The main purpose of hybrid architecture is to enhance space availability, while in 
some case, the combination of 2 particular functions result better use of space and improved 
users' convenience. Take Citygate as the example, the mixture of shops and bridge ensure a 
safe and nice pedestrian path to the Tung Chung MTR station instead of walk across the 
highway. At the same times, users can enjoy window shopping or actually buy their necessities 
on the time they bypass the bridge. As people are necessary to pass through the bridge, the flow 
of people is guaranteed which ensure the shop keepers a promising profitable income. The 2 
functions, i.e. bndge and shops, mixed and work cooperatively to enhance the both spatial effi-
ci6门cy and user conv6门ienc6. 
Earth House is another example to demonstrate the term "functional efficiency of hybrid". It 
IS classified as the outcome with only form transformation without quality improvement. It is i 
because not both functions are improved in term of users' convenience. There is no doubt that 
earth house provide a strong protective shelter for the residents against the bandits. However, 
they had sacrificed their living condition. When even houses were separated, the families usually 
had an independent courtyard and pigsty from poultry. When the houses were grouped together 
to from a round-shaped earth house, the amount of space for each family was drastically 
reduced. A common courtyard was shared amount 20 fsmilies. The space was very restricted 
and living condition was crowded. In this case, the 2 functions, i.e. fence wall and houses are not 
"both" improved in efficiency. As a result, there is no quality improvement. 
By introducing the carrot,[s gene into the tomato, the life cycle o f t 
he new generation is prolonged, tomato car be kept longer 
Quality improvement ts resutted in this type of GMO. 
Part III 
Site Information in related 
to Design Concept 
Proposed Site Area- The Kwai Chung Cargo 
Terminal 
Kwai Chung Cargo Terminal as the potential site for alter-
native hybrid development due to the following reasons: 
1. Site - Sea Vs Land 
The Cargo Terminal is somehow a very special area. On 
one hand, it is the coastal area that connected to the sea. 
While the opposite side is linked up with the land and 
bounded by the highways. 
2. Building - Static Vs Drastic 
Once when you visit the cargo terminal, you would see 
something very interesting. From the facade of the 
building, you can lines of vehicles keeps on moving inside 
the building. The building is "static" while the vehicles are 
"drastic"; however, they are combined as a single block at 
the time. 
3. People - Open Vs Close 
It is such kind of unique geographical location that makes it 
possible for hundreds of cargo ships and vehicles come in 
and out from the area. It is no doubted that the terminal is 
very "opened". 
However, the area is also very "isolated" and "closed". No 
people would go to the area except the terminal staffs. Its 
land edge is completely bounded by the highways which 
isolated the area from the others. When I walked along its 
boundary, I could hardly see a person. I walked to the 
cargo terminal gateway, entry is not permitted. Even I just 
want to take a photo from outside; the securer stopped me 
to do so. 
4. Container - Heterogeneous Vs Homogeneous 
The containers, the essential elements of cargo terminal, 
are also very special in its nature. From the outlook, most 
of them are the 'same', s抓 e in size, form and constaic-
tion material. They are *homogeneous,. On the other 
hand, they can be viewed as "heterogeneous，Some of 
them are "static objects' that firmly stored in the terminal 
area, wtiile some are "moving objects" that travel around 
by vehicles and ships. Such kind of 'static，and "moving' 
stage is on shifted. 
Anal Photo of the Kwai Chung Container 
Terminal,29/05/2002 
Building facade keeps on evolving 
due to ttie continuous flow of trucks 
How was the Port in the past? 
In the past, port was usually located near the t own due to their close economic 
linkage. Port was used not only as a transport interchange but also a market place for good 
and information transaction. 
The Star Ferry Pier together with the Old Tsim Sha Tsui Railway Station 
In the March of 1916, the Old Tsim Sha Tsui Railway Station was opened and it was located 
by the side of the Star Ferry Pier. By that time, the pier area involved a high level of human 
activities, i.e. people and goods from both ships and trains. The close connection between the 
port and the railway resuKed a high efficiency in term of good transaction as well as people 
mobility. It became a place for people gathering and good exchange. 
By the 1975, the Hong Horn KCR Station replaced the Tsim Sha Tsui Station as the end 
point of the HK railway. The transport of human and goods was also separated. Nowadays, our 
railway system is used for human transportation while trucks taken up the responsible to carry 
cargos 
The htstonal photos of Star Ferry Pier toge廿ler 
with the Tsjm Sha Tsui Rajfway Station 
What happened to our Port? 
At the very beginning, port 
was a direct connection between 
land and sea. As the town started 
to be developed in larger scale, 
town was no longer dosed to the 
port. People come to the port by 
mean of variable transports, i.e. 
railway. While the goods were 
transported to the the port by 
cargo ships. 
PORT 
As population keeps grow-
ing in HK, the demand on sea 
transportat ion was on the 
increase. As a result, ports were 
arranged for people or for goods 
only. 
PORr •4I» 
For example, the Tsim Shu 
Tsui Port is mainly used by pas-
sengers while the Kwai Chung 
Port is used for cargo dealing. It 
resulted that some of the cargo 
port become no man zone. The 
active economic and human ac-
tivities is disappeared in the port 
area. While the connection be-
tween town and port is also 
broken. 
PORT 
Can the Port re-establish the relationship with Town? 
mmmk 
The Anal Photo of the Kwai Chung Container Terminal 
A Bui ld ing Program between Lai 
King MTR Station and Kwai Chung 
Cargo Terminal 
The Kwai Chung Container Terminal is com-
pletely border) by the coast as well as the Kwai 
Chung Highway. This physical constraints 
lead to a total isloation of the Port from its 
surrounding area. The level of human activi-
ties are exteremly limited. 
The design strategy is to break up the isola-
tion by intiating a prgram between the port and 
the town so that a connection can be re-es-
tablished and human activies can be in-
creased nearby the port area. 
'.•.V{>，:*v 
Under the present site condition, there is a 
bndge that connected the port area to the Lai 
King MTR Station.Such connection can be 
further developed and enhanced by the new 
building programs. In addition, people flow 
from the MTR station to the new building can 
be guaranteed, approximately 140,000 






The Inter-changing Stations of the HK Railway System 
The MTR inter-changing stations are the merging points of 2 railway lines and the Lai King 
MTR Station is one of the example. It is expected that the interchanging station would involve a 
higher level of human activities, however, it is not the case in our railway system. The MTR inter-
changing stations can be darified into 3 different levels in term of people movement. 
1. A "STOP" 
A "STOP" inter-changing station is point that people come to the area and have different 
activities. People would stay there for time. 
e.g. Centra丨 Station, Admiralty Station and Mongkok Station 
2. A-STOP" and A-PASS" 
A "STOP" and "PASS" inter-changing station involved a lower level of human activities than a 
"STOP" station. Certain amount of people would bypass the area and not stay there for activities, 
e.g. Hong Kong Station, North Point Station and Prince Edward Station 
3. A “PASS-
A "PASS" inter-changing station is a station, other than for work and go back home, people would 
not stay in the area for various activities. Most people would bypass the area when taking the 
train. 
e.g. Quarry 已ay Station. Tui Keng Leng Station, Yau Tong Station and Lai King Station 
i^'tmmemHs'i^i 
The Logistic Chain 
The Logistic Industry involved many partners to facilitate 
the transaction of goods. By studying it procedures, the func-
tions of the building programs can be developed. 
1. The Supply Chain 
- f i n i s h e d products in store 
- monitored inventory and store condition 
- received orders from buyers 
- c h e c k product amount, store location 
- detect potential delay and inventory wastage 
- confirm delivery time and price 
- T r a n s m i s s i o n of receipts and goods 
2. The Demand Chain 
- constant market forecast 
- selection of products 
- check deliveries schedule 
- selection of suitable suppliers 
- secure storage/ transport arrangement/ inventory 
level/ Customs compliance 
- confirm product amount and price 
- transport and store in the nght place 
- received orders from retailers 
- scan and pack 
- deliveries to the retailers 
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Building Program by mean of Logistics Chain Encoding 
By logistics chain encoding, specific programs can be identified. Program hybridization is 
adoptable which shorten, the cargo handling process and lead to an improvement in efficiency 
As the logistic program of cargo handling, storage, information exchange, wholesale and retail 
are grouped together in a single structure, time and cost spend on transportation can be 
minimized. 
a LrJ 
The Site and the Site Condition 
The selected site is located between the Modem Terminal 
LTD and the Lai King Town. Its location allow a direct connnection 
to the Lai King MTR Station in addition to the Container Terminal 
just on its western side. The site boundary is defined by the Kwai 
Chung Road as well as the Container Port Road. Quite a number 
of flyovers are above the site, the area is indeed an empty space 
that left undeveloped under the flyover and is recently used as 
temporary truck parking and container depot. There is nearly no 
human actjvites, most people would bypass the site and go to the 
surrounding terminal buildings. 
Special Attention: 
J} 
What's the Problem in the Container Port? 
After the hoist of typhoon signal, serious 
traffic congestion always h^pened in the 
Kwai Chung Road. Most of the trucks are 
rushed to the port for loading and unloading the 
cargo in order to meet the shipping schedule or 
the purchase order. Traffic queue is 平 pea red 
earlier in the roads on the ground as the 
loading and unloading processes are taken 
place on that level. 
How to generate an Hybrid - the Methodology of creating a Genetic 
Modif ied Organism (GMO) 
In 1866, Mr. Gregor Mendel published the results of his investigations of the inheritance of 
"factors" in pea plants. By underlying the hybridization of life-forms, the biological and math-
ematical foundation of cross-breeding process was established. It proved that cross-breeding of 
animal or plant is possible to generate new species with greater hardiness and growing capacity. 
Nowadays, this biological technology is widely adopted in improving the quality of crops. By 
encoding the DNA chain of a particular crop, specific gene in chromosome can be identified and 
transplanted into the DNA chain of another crop that leading to quality improvement. 
Basically, there would be 3 outcomes under the genetic hybridization: 
1 outcome - Quality Improvement 
e.g. carrot + tomato = tomato 
outcome - Different Form 
e.g. horse + donkey = mule 
3rd outcome — Quality Improvement and Different Form 
e.g. broccoli + cauliflower = brocoflower 
This Thesis Proposal is aimed at creating an Architectural Hybrid 
under the methodology of GMO with the result of Quality Improve-
ment and Different Form. 
The 3rd case ttie GMO wrtti both quality improvement and drfferent form 
Part IV 
The Building Design 
Building Form 一 Hybrid Bridges 
已ridge as hybrid and a transformation of road. Owing to the city 
development and scarcity of land, structural columns are injected as 
new component to elevate road upward. 
The building form would undertake a hybridization process 
with bridges on above. The form outcome would be neither purely a 
bridge nor a building complex. 
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Appendix: 
Site Visit 一 Customhouse of Customs and Excise Department in Mei 
Ching Road, Kwai Chung Cargo Terminal (25协 October, 2002) 
The constmclion of the building was finished by August of 2001. It is a new 
office branch of Customs Department in Kwai Chung Cargo Terminal to deal with 
ship search and cargo command. The complex includes one 9-storeys building 
block and a dangerous goods storage block. The different functional divisions are 
as follows: 
Approximately 170 officials who work in the building and 8 drug detector 
dogs live in the 2/F kennels. They are mainly responsible for ship and cargo 
search so to suppress smuggling of contraband. Officers would be sent to differ-
ent cargo terminals and search the suspected containers. The location under-
taken the cargo inspection is decided by owner instead by the Custom 
Department. In usual case, cargo would not move to and check in the department 
building. 
Cargo Terminal 9 will start its operation by 2003; the Customs Department 
will open a new office in the co-responded area instead of adding manpower in 
the Kwai Chung Customhouse. 
Indeed, much space of the Customhouse is used as storage for seized 
goods. floor to floor are belonged to Supplies Section with seized goods 
store. Workers are employed to move the seized goods to the right floor. Such 
kind of arrangement is not that effective as the storage is separated by floor. It can 
be improved by a vertical opening between the 3 floors together with the provision 
of platform lift. 
After the site visit, the option of designing a Customhouse extension is 
turned down because the department wouldn't need a further building extension 
while a separated office will be opened in Cargo Terminal 9. In addition, the sus-
pected cargo wouldn't move to the building area, the possibility to combine differ-
ent functional architectural units is rare. 
• •mammm Immm 
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"he building programs of the Customhouse 丨门 the Gontai门er Terminal 
Site Visit 一 Modem Terminals Limited, Berth One, 
Kwai Chung Cargo Terminal 1 (5^ November, 2002) 
n lei'muxils 
Modem Terminals Limited is established in 1969and 
started its operation by 1972. It is the first Cargo Terminal 
Limited in HK. 
Nowadays, Modem Terminals Limited is one of the 4 
main cargo terminal companies in HK. It owns Cargo Termi-
nal 1,2 and 5, while after the opening of Cargo Terminal 9, 4 
new berths will be added. It maintains 24-hours operation and 
has totally 1,200 employees. They are on shifted duty and 
there are 3 shifts per day to keep the all day operation. 
As explained by Miss Karen Chan, Assistant Corporate 
Affairs Officer, the cargo terminal business is mainly deal 
with the Shipping companies, it wouldn't get direct contact 
with the logistic company, the cargo dealers or the track 
drivers. The cargo terminal limited is responsible for the 
effective clearance of cargo from/in the ship. The cargos 
would be systematically organized when they are stored in 
the terminal or within the ship, so in case the cargos needed 
to be loaded up or down, the required time is the shortest. 
While the company also provide storage for cargo such as 
the dangerous goods shed and warehouse. In case of empty 
container, they are stored in the nearby depots. The Reefers 
are stored in the same location which is connected to power 
points. 
For instance, the company would have a new office 
building in the Cargo Terminal 9. By that time, a new Control 
Tower will start its operation and responsible the cargo ar-
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Hong Kong Container throughout by Sea 
Hong Kong Container Throughput ('000 TEUs) 2002 
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Hong Kong External Trade by Sea by Major Commodities 
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Types of Cranes in the Kwai Chung 
Container Terminal 
Quay Crane 
Quay crane is responsible for lifting containers 
from the ship to the land. 
Rail Mounted Gantry Crane 
It is in larger scale than rubber typed gantry crane and able 
to handle larger amount of containers on land. 
Rubber Typed Gantry Crane 
It is smaller than rail mounted gantry crane but more 
flexible in handling smaller amount of containers. 
Spreader 
Spreader is very effective in transporting container 
from different location. 
Bridge Crane 
Bridge crane is very light 丨门 scale and used for 丨rftj门g con 
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